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Surface mount lift repair parts,

over 2/3rds

of our stock inventory.

In the volume two, winter 1990
issue of  “The Twin Post”,
announcement was made that
SVI was “breaking the

surface” with repair parts for
above ground lifts.  That
announcement featured less than
forty common repair parts for
surface mount lifts.  Our selection
over the last twelve years has
done nothing but grow.

TODAY, there are over
12,000 above ground lift repair
parts available to distributors from
SVI.  Selection grows everyday

with the advent of new models and special problem solving
solutions made available to you by SVI.

Did you know over 400 different equalizing and lifting

cables are available?  We even provide non-standard cables
in a couple of days for odd ball lifts that were made by some
obscure lift manufacturer that is no longer around.

Our selection of arm restraints, height extensions, cable
sheaves, wedge anchors, carriage locks and carbide tipped
hammer drill bits is vast.  For virtually any surface mount lift
repair part, SVI is your answer!

The tools to help you get the job done right are also
standard stock items.  Disposable gloves help
keep your hands clean during those particularly messy
jobs.

S•K hand tools are always in stock or available
within a day or two.  S•K tools are of the highest quality
and made in the U.S.A. They are great to use when
performing your job or selling to your mechanic customers to
increase your sales.

Call today!

Tip for Rotary model SPO12 owners
When encountering certain smaller cars with SPO12
lifts mechanics are having a problem with the thick-
ness or height of the arm and the low position of the
adapter.

 When the pick up point is above the rocker panel, the
arm actually interferes with the rocker panel before the
adapter contacts the lifting point.  This can cause
expensive damage to the rocker panel and is exactly
the reason for height extensions. But, some mechan-
ics do not like fooling around with extensions.

The way around this problem is simple, instead of using the
standard adapter that came with the lift, purchase a BH-7475-
01R adapter pad and base assembly from SVI.  This adapter
and pad provides just enough additional height that you can
easily use the lift for small and large vehicles without constantly
going back and forth between extensions.

The mechanics at our local Chevy dealer love this solution.  How many of your SPO12
customers can you make happy with this simple solution?

Arm restraint repair parts
SVI stocks arm restraint
parts for most all makes
and models of lifts.
Whether you are working
on Benwil, Challenger,
Forward, Rotary or some
other make, we can help.
Pictured to the right are
new style restraint parts
for Rotary lifts.  Call with
any arm restraint needs
you may have and watch for details on a special new main restraint
gear from SVI for Rotary lifts.  It will make adjustments to the lift a
snap.

SVI “Direct Fit” BRAND
Baltimore • Chicago • Los Angeles

LIFT REPAIR PARTS

SVI Specializes in:
LIFT REPAIR PARTS for most
all makes and models of lifts.
Parts are even available for lifts
whose original mfg’r has long
since gone out of business.

In-Ground or
Surface Mount:
We have the

parts.

No lift should go
unserviced.  Call
today for a local
SVI Distributor.
800-321-8173

Power Unit Parts, Cables & Pulleys, Seals, Rubber Arm Pads, etc.

over 18,000

for
• Auto
• Bus
• Truck
Lifting Applications

SVI is advertising to support your

efforts and increase your sales.  Watch

for our ads in industry publications.

Steel cable sheaves
These beautiful new solid steel sheaves for
Rotary lifts are an everyday stock item and
available at very competitive prices.  If you work
on 2 or 4 post Rotary lifts, call SVI for your repair
parts needs.  Your favorite SVI representative is
standing by to help you.  For top quality, it’s SVI.

Air lock components
SVI stocks, for immediate shipment, air lock compo-

nents for most
all lifts.  Call
today and we
will help you
get those air
locks working
again.

In-ground lift air &

oil control valves
SVI stocks all the popular air valves,
mufflers and oil valves you need to
perform in-ground lift repairs.  When you
need any part for an in-ground lift, SVI is
your answer.

SVI is your answer.

great pricing
and selectionAlignment

turnplates

In stock

replacement parts

Samson

Lubrication

Equipment
SVI has made the entire line of Samson
lubrication equipment available to dis-
tributors.
The reals are of exceptional quality with
standard double pedestal side supports.
Pumps and electronic meters are also
available at great prices,  Watch for our
complete booklet on the Samson product
line soon.

SVI International, Inc.
800 Hicks Drive
P.O. Box 70
Elburn, IL 60119

Ph. 800-321-8173
630-365-9250

Fax 800-899-1784
630-365-2809

To Order Call:  800 321-8173 or 630-365-9250  /  Fax: 800-899-1784 or 630-365-2809
All names, numbers, symbols and descriptions are used for reference purposes only.  It is not implied that any part listed is the product of these manufacturers; however, some parts may be the actual product of these manufacturers.
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Yet another problem

solving solution for

Rotary lifts.

SVI has been solving so
many problems common on
certain Rotary lift models lately,
we think some sort of an industry
award is in order.

One recent problem we have
encountered and successfully

addressed is arm sag on many two post surface mount lifts.

  The arm sag problem is commonly found on lifts where
the swing arm mounts inside the car-
riage arm support plates.  In this style
design, the bottom arm support plate on
the carriage acts as a pivot point.
Meaning, the top plate experiences
inward load pressure resulting in the
arm pin wearing and elongating the top
hole.  This results in unwanted arm sag
and concerns most lift owners.

Thanks to SVI “FP” style arm pins with top positioning
fixed plate for Rotary lifts, arm sag can be eliminated.  Instal-
lation only requires a level, a drill, drill bits, 3/8”-16 tap, two 3/
8”-16 x 1” grade 8 capscrews and two 3/8” lockwashers per
arm.

Installation is simple:

1) Level all four arms so
adapter pad contact is equal
at all four lifting points and
brace in place.

2) Insert new “FP” arm pin
and push to back (toward
carriage) of arm pin hole in the
carriage top arm support
plate.

3) With the pin in position drill and tap the holes right
through the bolt holes, using them as your guide.

4) Screw in the bolts and tighten, you’re finished.  Mission
accomplished, arm sag neutralized and another happy
customer thanks to SVI.

Typically affected models: SP-7, SP-9, SPO-7,
SPO-9, SPOA-7, SPOA-9, SPOA-84, SPOA-88, SPOA-98.

Succesfully eliminate
nagging arm sag

The sag

The fix

Contact SVI with any lift repair
problem that needs a new
approach.  When others just won’t
take the time to try or even seem to
listen, one phone call does it all. . . - Go orange! - SVI is your answer.

It’s a challenge R
Installing or adjusting equalizer cables on
Challenger lifts can be tough.  Take some of the
fight out of your challenger by using SVI Deep
Well
Sockets.

These
deep
sockets are custom
produced to make your job
easier.  Each size is
produced from impact quality
steel.  If you work on
Challenger lifts these are a
must for your tool box.  Order
your’s today.

BH-7225-DWS1 1-1/8” x 5-1/2”
extra deep socket

BH-7225-DWS2 1-5/16” x 5-1/2”
extra deep socket

Only: $24.75 each

Brake Lathe Parts

Why not?

So many
SVI distribu-
tors have been
asking us to
carry replace-
ment parts for
Ammco model

3000, 4100, etc. brake lathes.  With strictly
controlled parts availability by the OE, who
better than SVI to work at making all the parts
available.  In
the long run,
our emphasis
is to make
every single
repair part
from gears to
knobs avail-
able for
Ammco machines. SVI distributors can repair
brake lathes, now!  Call us today.

Go Orange
SVI

S
V

I

Go Orange
Make a good lift
even better!

Pictured above is SVI’s inno-
vative drop-in rack and

pinion equalization

system for Rotary

DTO28 lifts shipping to
another satisfied customer.

Since, its introduction early
last year, many lift owners
have upgraded their DTO lifts.

Using this kit extends the
usable service life of DTO28
lifts.  Plus, if the autolocking version is specified
the lift owner gets an any position locking

system that will
satisfy even the
pickiest O.S.H.A.
inspector.  The OE
lock system only
locks in one
position, full
stroke.  SVI’s locks
throughout the
entire length of the
stroke, providing

even more security.  SVI distributors can provide
DTO lifts a real, lasting solution and additional
security at a fraction the cost of replacement.

The first thing to typically go bad on a DTO is
the equalization system.  The cylinders them-
selves may be fine for many, many years to
come.  Don’t replace the lift, save it.

How many have you installed?
Catch up with other distributors who are profit-
ing from this kit, order one today and increase
your service revenues, quickly.  Change seals
and glands while you’re on the job.

Order:

BH-9760-08 79” Centers Manual Locking

BH-9760-09 57-1/2” Centers Manual Locking

BH-9760-09AL 57-1/2” Centers Auto Locking

Call for other sizes.

Auto lock system, 2001 SVI
new product of the year.

The Door JammerThe Door Jammer
Everyone in the lift business should be carrying a demo
Door Jammer.   Every single time I have walked into a
shop with a
Door Jammer
the mechanic
has taken it out
of my hands
and put it in the
perfect place.
Once you
explain what it is
and used for,
you will sell
these by the hundreds.  Pictured above is a Rotary
SPO12.  You can see the lift came with a small rubber

bumper (the dark piece).  The problem is, the OE piece is on
the part of the column the door is least likely to contact.  This
mechanic placed it, as you can see, right where the door hits.

No more damaged doors on this SPO12.

The SVI Door Jammer can be placed exactly
where it is needed.  It magnetically adheres to
the column, which means no messy adhe-
sives.  At a size of 1/2” thick by
1-1/2” wide by 24” long it is perfect.  It will fit on
the column and still provide clearance so the
carriage can
move up and
down without
knocking it off.
Order your

Door Jammers today and sell
one, two, three or ten on every
sales or service call.  In-
crease your profits.   Ask for
BH-7077-01
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as used on
an old Globe

as used on an old Challenger

Call for great deals on

S•K hand tools.

Whether you need just a
socket to replace one you
lost or a new set of top
quality screwdrivers, SVI will
save you money.  See our
entire line of S•K hand tools
in our 2001 booklet that you
received in the mail.

Don’t forget S•K hand tools from SVI is just another product you
can supply to your mechanic customers.  We need your or-
ders.  Call today with your needs.

It’s time to
adapt. . .
Many adapters and adapter
sets are available for brake
lathes from SVI.

Don’t let another day go by
without helping your custom-
ers adapt to application
challenges that confront
them daily.  Together, we can
help them get the drums and
rotors turned so our wheels
can do the stopping.  Our

selection is
broad, please
call today for
a copy of our
Brake Lathe
Repair Parts
and Adapters
catalog.

SVI
Adapters fit:
Ammco

Accuturn

All Tool

Performance

FMC

John Bean

Hunter

Kwikway

Perfect Hofmann

RJ West

Van Norman

Height extensions!  What can we say,
over 400 different extensions available.

To reach pick up points on the
various vehicles out there, it takes
a big selection.

SVI has that selection.

The newest addition to our grow-
ing product offering is special
drop-in extensions with a 1-1/2”
base pin.  These extensions work
great with Ben Pearson lifts

and are pictured, top right.  These extensions have
an 1-1/2” dia pin and provide the following adjustable
extension ranges:

BH-7091-70 5” to 6-3/4”

BH-7091-71 8” to 9-3/4”

BH-7091-72 11” to 12-3/4”

The next picture features close
to frame obstruction adapters.
On many of today’s vehicles
brake line and fuel tanks are
close to the frame or pick up point.  These narrow
adapters solve the problem.

How about some adapters for Challenger lifts?

We have many different
styles in stock.  We
also carry new height
extensions to fit the
CL-9 lift model.  Call
today for details about
height extensions

Hundreds of repair parts for Ammco
and Ben Pearson

lifts available.
We have almost
completed a 78 page
booklet detailing
breakdowns and parts
listings for many of the
various models.  Watch
for your copy of this
booklet in the mail soon.
In the meantime, if you
need any parts for
Ammco or Ben
Pearson lifts, give us a
call.

Pumps for rolling jacks.
The one pictured is a 6000 psi air/
hydraulic pump.  Ask for BH-7514-21
when you need a new 6000 psi.
pump.  Other pressures are also
available.


